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The work reported herein was performed by the Vehicle Research 

Department of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory under Contract No. 70-201 

for the National Commission on Product Safety. The dynamical analysis and 

development of the mathematical model reported in the appendix was done under 

CAL internal support. The period of performance was from 20 October 1969 

to 28 February 1970. Technical direction for the program was provided by 

Mr. Carl IV. Blechs chmidt of the NcrS whose patient understanding of the 

problems of testing bicycles in mid-winter is gratefully acknowledged. 

The aJthors wish to thank the many young volunteer riders whose 

efforts during the test program are the basis for the test results given here. 

Our gratitude is also extended to ~Iessrs. A. Pulley and R. Sweet of the 

Vehicle Research Department for the many measurements of the physical char

acteristics of the bicycles which they performed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study described herein was to identify and measure 

(1) the critical parameters of bicycle design associated with their motions in 

the vertical longitudinal plane (braking and pitchover motions) and (2) their 

handling qualities. The approach involved both analytical and experimental 

procedures with major emphasis on the development of a mathematical model of 

the bicycle for use as a tool to eVilluate the effects of design parameter 

variations on performance. The experimental studies consisted of performing 

a number of maneuvers (straight braking, steady state cornering, hands-off 

path following, serpentine tracking) on two bicycles of different basic design. 

Several different riders, providing a wide range of weight, were used in these 

tests. It was concluded that many factors interact to produce the stability 

and control characteristics of a given design but that front wheel brakes and 

short w}leelbases can be singled out as having specific hazard potential. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The bicycle, as a means of transportation and a source of fun, is used 

by millions of boys and girls throughout the country. And, certainly, a great 

many adults still enjoy it as a convenient form of pleasure and exercise. 

Almost all of these users take for granted their ability to ride any configuration 

of this fascinating vehicle, little recognizing the factors which make it 

possible to ope:rate a device which is statically (Le., at zero speed) unstable. 

The learner and novice rider, however, can attest to a need for developing a 

certain level of skill in order to convert this device into a practical vehicle. 

In a very general way, stability and maneuverability are incompatible 

features in all vehicles. This means that the design is usually a tradeoff 

among various factors in order to achieve acceptable performance over the 

complete operating range of the vehicle. Emphasis is placed on those factors 

which best serve the purpose of the design. In the bicycle, some of these 

featurE'S are: 

lfueelbase - All other factors being equal, increased wheelbase leads 

to increased stability in path-following. This is a desirable feature for 

straight riding and during learning, but it is detrimental to fast cornering 

and avoidance maneuvering. 

Wheel size - For a given rotational speed, the larger wheel, because of 

both mass and mass distribution effects, will provide a larger gyroscopic 

action. This action is stabilizing (i.e., it contributes to keeping the bicycle 

upright) and, therefore, larger wheels are advantageous from this standpoint. 

The larger wheel is also better in curb climbing. 

Front wheel mechanical trail - The selection of trail and caster angle 

(see the sketch below for definition) provide the designer with the primary 

means for setting the inherent stability and controllability of the bicycle. 

Tradeoffs invo;. ve the direction and the amount of tire self-aligning torque, 

I 
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gravitational and cambering effects, and desired level of steering forces. 

[t ",,·as to enable the investigation of these interactions on stability that 

~he mathematical model development was proposed. 

CASTER 
ANGLE 

CASTER 
OFFSET 

--1 I+- MECHANICAL TRAIL 
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2.0 SUMMARY 

1. The bicycle may be likened to the automobile - the sportier the design, 

the more skill likely to be required for its safe operation. 

2. Shorter ~heelbase and smaller wheel size are detrimental to both 

lateral and vertical plane stabi li ty. 

3. Protuberances (such as high handlebars, gear shift levers mounted on 

the horizontal frame member, and seat backs) which can be bumped or 

which inhibit the ability of the rider to get free of the bike are 

potential safety hazards. 

4. Bicycles equipped with front wheel brakes can be stopped more quickly 

(that is, in shorter distances) than a similar bicycle equipped with 

coaster brakes. However, in some situations, such as when the rider 

stands upright on the pedals, hard front wheel braking can lead to 

fon.ard pitchover. When thi.s occurs, the motion is so rapid that there 

is little which an unsuspecting rider, even a very experienced one, can 

do to avoi d a bad fall. The counterpart to this in hard rear-wheel 

braking -- a lateral breakaway -- is much more easily handled. 

5. In the tests which were performed to obtain quantitative measurements 

of handling qualities (and these included steady state cornering and 

serpentine path following), the high rise bicycle did not prove to be 

more maneuverable at moderate speeds (10-15 mph) than the conventional 

bike. This is not to say that all maneuvers can be performed equally 

well with each design; however, it does suggest that the high riser 

outperforms the conventional bike only in acrobatics and in situations 

where its shorter overall length is essential to success. Without 

gearing, the high riser is not a good design for transportation; it is 

just too ti ring to pedal at speed for distance compared to the conventional 

design. In essence, it is a bike to have fun with and, by incorporating 

3 
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features wjich makes this possible, it requires somewhat more skill 

for its operation. 

6. As part of this program, a mathematical model of the bicycle with eight 

degrees of motion freedom, including the three translations and the 

three rotations of the whole system has been developed. The mathematical 

model provides a capability for the evaluation of bicycle designs and 

the investigation of the effects of a wide range of design factors on 

performance. Such features include wheel size, fork angle, wheelbase, 

total weight and weight distribution, height of center of gravity, and 

tire characteristics. In this short study, it has not been possible 

to do more than get the simulation working properly, but it is strongly 

recommended that it be used to study these effects in order to achieve 

a better understanding of the fundamentals of bicycle stability and 

control. 
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3.0 DISCUSSION 

3.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The bicycles which were used in the tests are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

They are considered to be representative of the two most popular bicycle 

styles - the high riser and the lightweight conventional design. A summary 

of the physical characteristics of the two bicycles is given in Table I. 

TABLE I: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

High Rise Standard 

Weight - Total 39 lbs. 39 lbs. 

Front 18 lbs. 19 lbs. 

Rear 21 lbs. 20 lbs. 

Wheel Weight 4 lbs. 5 lbs. 

Wheelbase 35 in. 43 in. 

Wheel size 21 in. (00) 26-1/2 in. (00) 

Seat Height 31-33 in. 33 in. 

Caster Angle 20.5° 23° 

Mechanical Trail 1-1/2 :t 1/8 in. 2-7/8 ± 1/8 in. 
* Max. Roll Angle 25° 28.5° 

The bicycles are standard in every way except for the modification which 

provides both coaster brakes and caliper brakes on each unit. The high rise 

bicycle was equipped with a single-speed drive only, as was the conventional 

model. 

Additional physical measurements of several rider-bicycle combinations 

to obtain data on center of gravity locations ",ere made. The results of these 

measurements ",hich are defined in Figure 3 are shown in Table II. 

* 
~Ieasured with the pedals in a vertical plane. 
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Figure 1: LIGHTWEIGHT CONVENTIONAL BICYCLE 

Figure 2: HIGH RISER BICYCLE 
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WHERE W TOTAL WEIGHT OF RIDER AND VEHICLE 

WF NORMAL LOAD ON FRONT WHEEL 

WR NORMAL LOAD ON REAR WHEEL 

FF BRAKING FORCE AT FRONT WHEEL 

FR BRAKING FORCE AT REAR WHEEL 

Max BRAKING REACTION (MASS TIMES DECELERATION) 

a LOCATION OF c.g. AFT OF FRONT WHEEL 

b LOCATION OF c.g. FORWARD OF REAR WHEEL 

h LOCATION OF c.g. ABOVE GROUND 

.e WHEELBASE = a + b 

Figure 3 BICYCLE GEOMETRY 
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TABLE I I: CENTER-OF-GRAVITY LOCATIONS 

High Rise Conventional 

Bicycle alone 
Horizontal (from front axle) 18-1/2 in. 22 in. 
Vertical (above ground) 18-1/2 in. 19-3/4 in. 

(Measured) 

Bicycle and 190 lb. rider 
Horizontal 26-1/2 in. 28-3/4 in. 
Vertical 33 in. 34 in. 

(Measured) 

Bicycle and 100 lb. rider 
i Horizontal 24-1/2 in. 25-1/2 in. 

Vertical 
! 

28 in. 30 in. 

(Computed) 
I 

The main conclusions to be reached from these data are: 

1. The center-of-gravity on the hi-riser 1S a larger percentage of the 

wheelbase aft of the front wheel than on the conventional unit. This 

is preferred from the standpoint of braking and downhill vertical 

pl ane stabili ty; it is detrimental to uphi 11 vertical plane stability. 

Note that, because of the shorter wheelbase, the absolute value of "a" 

is less for the high rise than the conventional bicycle even though 

the ratio of "a" to "1" is larger. 

On the high rise bicycle, the values of a/I for the rider-bicycle 

combinations ranged from about .70 for low weight riders to about .76 

for heavy riders. Values for the standard bicycles ranged from about 

.60 for low weight riders to about .67 for heavy riders. 

=. The vertical center-of-gravity for the "bicycle only" condition is 

lower for the high-rise bicycle than for the conventional unit. Low 

centers-of- gravi ty are desirable for stabi Ii ty (both in roll and in pi teh). 

8 
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These slightly lower centers-of-gravity also carryover to the 

rider-bicycle combinations. 

3. The ratio of "a" to "h" (which should be large to avoid front pitchover 

in braking or curb-climbing) is about the same for both bicycles with 

riders. The value varies with rider weight and size and with his 

position and attitude on the seat. 

The primary measurement made in many of the tests was forward speed of 

the bicycle. For this purpose, each bicycle was equipped with a manufacturer

approved speedometer which was later calibrated at three different speeds by 

CAL. The results of this calibration are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III: BICYCLE SPEEDOMETER CALIBRATIONS 

Actual Indicated Speed (MPH) 
Speed Conventional High Rise 
(MPH) 

10 7.5 9 

15 13 15.5 

20 19.5 21 

Tests specifically aimed at determining maximum attainable speed were 

not performed. It was found in the course of other testing that both bicycles 

could be ridden at speeds in excess of 20 MPH for short distances by most of 

the test subjects. Such speeds could not be sustained for any period with 

either bicycle. It was generally agreed, as is to be expected because of its 

smaller wheels, that the high-rise bicycle was more tiring than the conventional 

unit at speeds above 15 MPH. With respect to maximum speed, it was concluded 

that both bicycles could be operated at high enough speeds to assure adequate 

testing of the front pitchover problem. 

3.2 TEST PROGRAM 

The test program was designed to provide general evaluations of the 

following characteristics: 
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• Type of braking system 

• Size and weight of riders 

• Maneuverabil ity 

• Stabi lity 

• Speed capability 

~he results of these tests are described briefly below. 

~lraking Performance 

Figures 4 through 6 show stopping distances measured in a large number 

of test runs. In all cases, the rider was instructed to make a hard stop after 

attaining a given initial speed. For clarity, only the average value for 

several runs at a specific condition is shown. Figure 4 is a plot of stopping 

distance vs. initial speed for a 160 pound rider. The curves show the advantage 

(If front wheel braking over rear wheel braking in stopping distance. Additional 

tests showed coa~,ter brakes to be about equivalent to rear caliper brakes in 

~;topping. This is shown in Figure 5 which contains data for a wide range of 

rider weight. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of rider weight on stopping distance with 

caliper brakes. For these runs, a steady state speed of 15 MPH was achieved 

and a hard braking stop was then attempted. The data show that stopping 

distance increases with rider weight. This is probably due to saturation of 

the avai lable bro,ke torque with caliper brakes; no such variation was found 

\Ii th coaster brakes. Illustrated points are average values. 

In the standup position, the rider's center-of-gravity is along a 

vertical line through the crank axis as shown in the following sketch. For 

the two bicycles under test, the dimensions A shown in the sketch are 25.5 

_nches and 21 inches for the convent ional and high rise bicycles , respectively. 

lbe restoring moment for the shorter wheelbase bicycle is therefore some 20% 
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smaller than for the conventional unit (neglecting the effect of bicycle center

of-gravity location which also tends to favor the conventional bicycle). When 

the bicycles were operated in this mode, both could occasionally be made to 

produce complete pi tchover by application of the front caliper brakes. The 

high rise bicycle was more sensitive in this respect than was the conventional 

Ilesign, pitchover occurring at speeds as low as 10 MPH on dry surfaces with 

high coefficient!". of friction. In over 200 hard braking stops made during 

the test program, however, no instance of pitchover (or even lifting of the 

rear wheel) occurred when the rider remained seated throughout the braking 

period. 

Specific tests to determine the curb-climbing limit of the two bicycles 

Itere not performed because of safety considerations. The high riser was tested 

Hi th a 130 pound rider over a 1 inch by 1 inch board and successfully crossed 

this obstacle without loss of stability. The rider was able to maintain 

~elatively straight path control in this test at all speeds. For tests of 

this type to produce good quantitative results without undue risk to the 

rider, sophisticated instrumentation, well beyond that employed for this brief 

program, is requi red. It is recommended that computer simulation methods be 

used for in-deptr, studies of this phenomenon. 
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Lateral Stability and Control 

The general mathematical theory of the stability and control of bicycles 

is given in the Appendix and will not be discussed in detail here in connection 

with the test program. Instead, we will merely point out some conditions which 

must be satisfied for stability and show how these may influence the handling 

qualities of the bicycle. 

The bicycle, or any single track vehicle, must be stable in two inter

re Lated degrees of motion freedom - - roll and yaw. (See Figure 3) Roll 

stabi Ii ty is most important at low speed; until the bicycle has reached 

sufficient speed for the gyroscopic moment of the spinning wheels to provide 

this stability, the rider must continually shift his weight from side to side 

to keep the bicycle upright. This is the primary problem faced by the 

beginning rider -- he is unwilling to operate at the higher speed needed to 

produce inherent stability yet lacks the experience to apply the necessary 

contributions to balance by weight--shifting. Hence, the bicycle usually falls 

over on its s ide and it is important that the rider be able to get free of the 

bL:yeh quickly and easily. As the rider gains experience and develops skill, 

he is able to forego some degree of stability in order to achieve higher 

maneuv('rabi lit:-. 

Three basic tests were performed to evaluate the stability and control 

of the two bicycles under study. 'TIle first of these was concerned with the 

inherent lateral stability which \~as examined by having the sub jects ride the 

bicycles "hands-off" to determine the minimum speed at ","hich a straight line 

path could be maintained. Results are shown in Table IV where it can be seen 

that in every ease the high rise bicycle had to be pedaled at higher speed 

for path contre I to be maintained. Stable operation below the threshold speed 

requires a greater degree of rider compensation (i.e., weight-shifting). 
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TABLE IV: MINIMUM SPEED FOR "HANDS-OFF" STRAIGHT PATH FOLLOWING 

Minimum 
Rider Hands-Off 

Weight Bicycle Speed 
MPH 

70 Std 7 

70 HR 10 

140 Std 5 

140 HR 7 

190 HR 10 

130 HR 10 

130 Std 6 

150 HR 12 

150 Std 6 

In a simple serpentine maneuvering test on a pattern as sketched below, 

no significant difference between the bicycles in the time required to complete 

the course was measured. This test is very definitely related to driver skill; 

it requires the bicycle to be banked over nearly to its limit for successful 

performance at an average speed of 14 MPH. 

START FINISH 

~ 
\--15 FT-.l I 

• • • 
4 FT • • T • • • 

J 
• • 

20 FT---1 

- 80 FT 
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A plot of time required as a function of run number shown in Figure 7 

demonstrates the learning process associated with this task. Note that the 

riders were able to perform this test equally well with each bicycle. In 

comparison tests in which the pylons were spaced at intervals of 7 1/2 feet, 

no significant difference between the bicycles was detected in a rider group 

of four subjects. 

Maximum lateral acceleration capability was measured in steady state 

tests on a 50 ft. radius circle. The results obtained by a single skilled 

rider were within 10% of a mean value of .35g for both bicycles. A second 

rider reached a value of .335g with the conventional unit. Average speed for 

this test was approximately 16.5 MPH. It is concluded that both bicycles offer 

good cornering capabi 1 i ty on dry surfaces in the normal speed range. 

3.3 TEST RESULTS 

tests: 

Listed below are the principal results of the performance and handling 

1. Coaster brakes and rear caliper brakes are equally effective in 

panic stops. For riders in the 100 pound weight class, average 

deceleration values on dry asphalt are about .35g from an initial 

speed of about 15 l'-1PH. 

2. Under similar conditions" front caliper brakes are approximately 

30% more efficient. That is, average deceleration values rise to 

about .45g. From 15 MPH" this represents a reduction in stopping 

distance of about 5 feet.. 

3. A s light additional improvement in stopping distance is achieved 

when both caliper brakes are applied. But this effect reduces 

stopping distance by, at most, two feet for the conditions cited 

above. 
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4. Under no conditions, as long as the rider remained seated, could 

a pi tchover be induced in either bicycle. 

5. Rear wheel braking is essentially self-stabilizing from the stand

point of front pitchover potential. However, when the rear brake 

is locked up, the bicycle becomes laterally unstable. 

6. The low speed stability of the standard bicycle is superior to 

that of the high riser. This conclusion is based on a test to 

determine the minimum speed at which the bicycle is hands-off 

stable. Although absolute values of this speed varied with rider 

skill, the standard bicycle could be successfully ridden, hands-off, 

at speeds from 2 to 5 MPH slower than the high riser. 

7. Lateral acceleration limit while pedaling on a high coefficient of 

friction surface is approximately the same for both bicycles - about 

1/3g. In this mode of operation the limit is due to pedal clearance 

requirements which limits camber angle to about 20 degrees. At 

this condition, the tires of neither bicycle appear to be near 

their maximum cornering force. 

If these results are interpreted in terms of safety of operation, the 

following conclusions can be drawn: 

1. Front wheel brakes, regardless of bicycle size, can lead to 

problems in safe operation. 

2. At the risk of incurring the wrath of millions of small boys, 

learners and novice riders should use girls-style bikes. 

3. Bicycle designs making use of small front wheels must include 

compensating design features to avoid reducing the limits of 

safe operation. 
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4. Design features which can be impacted by the rider or which 

can compromise the rider's ability to get free of the bike in 

the event of an accident should be avoided. 

3.4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

A digital computer simulation of a bicycle and rider has been developed. 

This simulation program is capable of predicting the transient handling 

qualities of bicycles of different designs for various maneuvers and different 

rider weights. The bicycle model is a system of three rigid masses with eight 

degrees of freedom as indicated in Figure 8. A rotating coordinate system is 

fixed in the rear wheel and frame structure and has three translational and 

three rotational degrees of freedom with respect to the space fixed coordinate 

system. The front wheel and steering fork has a rotational degree of freedom 

about an inclined steer axis. The rider has a rotational degree of freedom 

about a horizontal roll axis. The equations of motion include all the inertial 

coupling terms between the rider, the front wheel and steering fork and the 

rear wheel and frame. Included in the mathematical analysis are radial tire 

stiffness, tire side forces due to slip angle and camber angle, and the 

gyroscopi c effects of the rotating wheels. A complete description of the 

IT.athematical model on which the simulation is based is given in Appendix 1. 

Limitations of time and funding have prevented a thorough proof and 

validation study of the simulation. Perhaps the most essential of the missing 

information is tire performance data. The preliminary test work has enabled 

cs to make first-order estimates of the tire factors which are needed for 

Exercising the simulation but reliable values are needed before a meaningful 

rarameter evaluation study can be undertaken. The required data include: 

• Side force due to inclination angle as a function of normal 

force and tire pressure 

• Side force due to slip angle as a function of normal force 

and tire pressure 

• Aligning torque values. 
20 VJ-2888-K 
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As part of the current program, a preliminary design of a simple 

on-road bicycle tire tester has been generated. This unit, which could be 

attached to an unmodified full-size station wagon, would be capable of steady 

~;tate measurements of the parameters listed above in the freely rolling mode. 

[t is believed that this information would prove not only useful for the 

simulation studies but could be the key to improved bicycle design. 
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4. 0 RECOMMENDATION S 

This preliminary study has served to identify certain design factors 

that are significant in bicycle performance and handling. To a lesser degree, 

performance and handling characteristics have been related to safety operation. 

However, it has not been possible to investigate the operational effect of a 

wide range of values for these parameters in this limited program. This would 

seem to be a desirable first step for the industry to take toward the develop

ment of performance standards and consumer information. The following 

recommendations are made: 

1. Additional full-scale experimental work is recommended in 

order to build up an information bank on performance and 

handling characteristics. 

2. Accident causation studies, linking design characteristics 

and safety, should be undertaken. 

3. Thellathematical model developed in this study should be used 

for further study of bicycle stability and control. 
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A.PPENDIX 

DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF A BICYCLE 

- Description of the Mathematical Model -

By: R. Douglas Roland, Jr. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The mathematical analysis described herein is the basis of a digital 

computer simulation of a bicycle and rider. This computer program is capable 

of simulating the transient response of the bicycle to driver inputs. All 

the important design parameters of the bicycle are variable in the program, 

as well as rider weight and weight distribution, Figure 1. The program may 

be operated with no rider torque inputs to the front steering fork to simulate 

"hands off" riding or with rider control inputs in terms of torque on the 

steering fork and the roll moment between rider and frame. 

The bicycle-rider model is a system of three rigid masses with eight 

degrees of freedom. The vehicle coordinate system (X, Y,.e) is defined as fixed 

in the rear wheel and frame structure and has three translational (-tio ' Va,~) 

and three rotat ional degrees ("'f,r) of freedom with respect to the space 

fixed coordinate system (X: Y~:l'), Fi gure 2. The front wheel and steering fork 

has a rotational degree of freedom (6) about an inclined steer axis. The . 
rider has a rotational degree of freedom (¢I») about a horizontal roll axis, 

Figure 3. The origin of the vehicle coordinate system is at the intersection 

of the steering fork axis and the line which is perpendicular to the steering 

fork axis and passes through the rear wheel center. The X axis is along the 

longi tudinal axis of the bicycle and is positive forward, the Y axis is 

positive to the right of the bicycle, and the r axis is positive downward. 

The ori gin of the front fork coordinate system (X': yII, r") coincides with the 

origin of the vehicle coordinate system. The Z"axis is coincident with the 

steering fork axis and positive downward, theX"axis is positive forward, and 

the Y"axis is positive to the right. The Y and Y"axes are coincident at zero 

steer angle. The space fixed coordinate system is defined with the X'- Y'plane 

as the ground plane and with theZ/ axis parallel to the gravity vector and 

positive downward. 

The mass distribution is assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the 

vertical-longitudinal plane through the geometrical center of the bicycle. 
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Thus the X - Y and Y-r products of inertia of each rigid mass are zero. All 

inertial coupling terms between the rider, the front wheel and steering fork, 

and the rear wheel and frame structure are included in the equations of motion. 

An important inclusion is the gyroscopic coupling effect of the rotating wheels. 

It is assumed that the only external forces acting on the bicycle are 

the tire normal forces and tire side forces. The radial stiffness of the tires 

is assumed to be constant with rolling radius. The tire side forces are given 

as second order functions of normal load, slip angle, and camber angle. The 

tire slip angles are calculated from the components of the forward and 

lateral velocities of the ground contact point in the ground plane. 

This mathematical analysis results in the formulation of the eight 

equations of motion for the bicycle and rider written in as a single matrix 

equation in Section 7. This matrix equation of motion includes all the inertial 

coupliIlg between the rigid masses as well as the gyroscopic moment due to the 

rotating wheels. The only simplification to the equation being the small angle 

assumption for the front steer angle and the rider roll angle (sin 0=" , 
cos 6 = f, sin ¢,D = (Dp, cos ¢D = ! ) . 
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Section 1 

REVIEW OF THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS FOR A 
ROTATING FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The following review gives the general equations for the velocity and 

acceleration of a point and the general equation of rotational motion of a 

body in vector and matrix form for a rotating frame of reference. 

The velocity of a point in a translating and rotating frame of reference 

1S given by the following equation. 

where: 

oR - -
i--+.f2xR at 

V 1S the velocity of the point relative to the space fixed 

coordinate system and expressed in the coordinates of the 

rotating reference frame. 

Vo is the velocity of the origin of the rotating frame of 

reference with respect to the space coordinate system 

and expressed in the coordinates of the rotating reference 

frame. 

R is the position vector of the point relative to the origin 

of the rotating frame of reference and expressed in the 

coordinates of the rotating reference frame. 

pI( 
at is the velocity of the point relative to the rotating 

frame of reference and expressed in the coordinates of 

the rotating reference frame • 

..f2. is the vector rotational velocity of the rotating frame 

of reference relative to the space fixed coordinate system 

and expressed in the coordinates of the rotating reference 

frame. 

(1-1) 
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Equation 1-1 can be written in matrix form. This is the matrix equation for 

the velocity of a moving point in a translating and rotating frame of reference 

expressed in the coordinates of the rotating reference frame. 

Written in 

'\There: 

X)!lJ f' 

· u Uo X /J % 

· ZI' = Va + !I r If X !J 

tU' W;; · a- I" ~ 

expanded form the above equation is: 

· U Uo ~ ~~ - I"!f 

· 1/ = va + y + -p't+r~ 

ur' % · P!I - 'I~ Jy 

are the position coordinates of the point along the 

X, v L, axes of the rotating coordinate system. . , 

are the velocity components of the point relative to 

the rotating frame of reference along the X, Y, Z axes 

of the rotating coordinate system. 

are the rotational velocity components of the rotating 

frame of reference relative to the space fixed 

coo:rdinate system around the X, Y, Z axes of the 

rotating coordinate system. 

(,(OJ Ve)} ~ are the velocity components of the origin of the rotating 

frame of reference relative to the space fixed c60rdinate 

system along the X, Y, Z axes of the rotating coordinate 

system. 

(1-2) 

(1-3) 
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u) v; W" are the velocity components of the point relative to 

the space fixed coordinate system along the X, Y, Z 

axes of the rotating coordinate system. 

The acceleration of a point in a translating and rotating frame of 

reference is given by the following equation. 

where: 

or 

v = 

.!. 

oV 
ot 

+-fLxV 

V lS the acceleration of the point relative to the 

space fixed coordinate system and expressed in the 

coordinates of the rota.ting reference frame. 

Equation 1-1 may be substituted into Equation 1-4 yielding: 

~ [} ~- oR _ _) _ /_ () R _ j 
V = -- I Va -t- - t-f2 x R) + fl x ( ~ + - + fl X R 

c7 t \ ot / [} t 

~ oV, - - g<R 8ii - - /- -~ - 8 R 
V = --.Q + J2 x Vo -f -- 1- -- X R +..fl. X(.f2 x R T 2.f1 x--

at at 2 at eli 

0-4) 

0-5) 

The above equation can be written in matrix form. This is the matrix equation 

for the inertial acceleration of a moving point in a translating and rotating 
frame of reference expressed in the coordinates of the rotating reference 
framE'. 

• .. . • u. Uo p Uo ~ l' -X P p X P ~ 

V- = va -f 
CJ X ifo 

II . 
1- Y + i X Y -t- ~ X g- X +2 

. 
!1 1- X Y . 

II . r r I" • to' ~ r U{, } r 'b' 1/ 11 
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Written in expanded form the above equation is as follows. 

· u 

· 1/" 

· tV 

where: 

· .. . . 
U o ~ tIJO - r va X ~~ -r!l 

· .. . . - vo + - fJ too -r r tt.c + lj + -Pi+r-z 

· .. . • 
~ !J ~ - $- tLc '3 P!l-~z 

- (~Z + rZ) X + P9!1 +- 'prJ' 
. . 

'f ~ -r!l 

+ Pfj-x -(pz+r~!I -I- ~f71' 1-2- -p}-rri 

prz + ~rg -(p:l+j~1 f 
. . 

P!I-IjX 

.. .. .. 
X, If,} are the acceleration components of the point relative 

. . . 

to the rotating frame of reference along the X, Y, Z 

axes of the rotating coordinate system. 

p, ~,r are the rotational acceleration components of the 

. . . 

rotating frame of reference relative to the space 

fixed coordinate system around the X, Y, Z axes of 

the rotating coordinate system. 

(1-7) 

(,(OJ z..c;, tuo are the acceleration components of the origin of the 

. . . 

rotating frame of reference relative to the space fixed 

coordinate system along the X, Y, Z axes of the rotating 

coordinate system. 

U, v-; ur are the acceleration components of the point relative 

to the space fixed coordinate system along the X, Y, Z 

axes of the rotating coordinate system. 
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The equation for rotational motion of a body in a rotating coordinate 

system is written below in vector notation. This equation states that the 

rate of change of angular momentum is equal to the applied external moment. 

where: 

dH 
+.IlxH=N 

tit 

H is the vector angular momentum of the body expressed in 

the rotating coordinate system. 

J2 is the vector angular velocity of the rotating coordinate 

system. 

N is the vector external moment acting on the body expressed 

in the rotating coordinate system. 

0-8) 

The angular momentum vector may be expressed in terms of the total angular 

ve loci ty of the body, W, and its inertia tensor, I . 

H=Iw 

Thus the vector equation for rotational motion may be written as 

follows. 

I ~ 12 + ot..l fl t- fl. X(I w) = N 
o.~ t Ci. t '/ 

0-9) 

0-10) 

The above equation is now written in matrix form excluding the term with 

the time derivative of the inertia tensor. 
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Ix - IXY - Ix¥. 

-Ixr Iy - IYi! 

• p 

. 
f + ~ x 

IX-IXy-IX~ 

-IXyly-Iy~ - Ny (1-11) 

-IXi! - IYr Ii! -IX~-Iy~ Ir 
. 
r r r +"'~ 

where: 

IX) Iy,J~ are the moments and products of inertia of the 

I XY1 l.u,Iy~ body with respect to the axes of the rotating 

coordinate system. 

~x,",y, GO~ are the rotational velocity components of the 

body relative to the rotating coordinate system 

along the X, Y, Z axes of the rotating coordinate 

system. 

~, IVy., IVJ? are the components of the external moment on the 

body along the X, Y, Z axes of the rotating 

coordinate system. 

3ince the time derivative of the inertia tensor was assumed to be zero, 

Equation 1-11 is valid only if the moments and products of inertia of the 

~ody are fixed with respect to the rotating coordinate system. Therefore, if 

:my of the angular velocity componentstcJx , wI" Wz'!!: are nonzero, the body must 

Je symmetrical about the respective axes. 

Equation 1-11 is now written in expanded form. 
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pIx - i1xy- rIx:z. 
- '?( p-t-wx) IK:~ - [~ (tj- TWy) - r (r-f- W:i!) ] Iy~ 
+tj.(/f+w~)I~ f-r(p+wx)Ixy -r(~+wy)Iy 

Alx 

-p1xy-rj.ly -rlYr 7-
[p(p+wxJ -f1/rrtoz}] Ixr -I- p (~f-wy)Iyz 

= Ny -p( 1'+t(J~) I~ +1" (p TWX) IX - I" ($- -t-tuy) I Ky 

-- P fx~ -~ Iyz -1-;' Jr.- - [p (p+WX)-~(~ + tOy) ] 4y + p(I'-t-Wr}Jy 
N.z - p( r f-CVr)ly~ - tj(p+ wx ) Ix +fj(rf-wz)Ix~ 

The posItIon of the vehicle in the space coordinate system is defined by 

the coordinates of the sprung mass c.g. (X~JIj:J j ~) and the orientation of the 

vehicle in the space fixed coordinate system is defined by the Euler angles 

( ¢, e , JV), about the X, Y, Z axes of the vehicle coordinate system taken in 

the oruer V, t~ , ¢ . 

The transformation matrix for transforming coordinates in the vehicle 

coordinate system into coordinates in the space fixed coordinate system is 

given below. 

C05 e Cos 1jr : - COS ¢ sin f -I- sin. ¢ sin e Cos Ii' : s/n ¢ st'n p + cos ¢ Sin B cos JI' 
------~----------------~--------------I I 

0-12) 

cos e SOt If' I c()s ¢ cosp -(- sln ¢ sin e SiH I/' : -cos V sin ¢ -I- cos ¢ Slit e st'nf" 0-13) 

I I 
------~---------------T--------------

I 

--sin. 8 I COS e s/n ¢ COS e COS ¢ 
I 
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Section 2 

WHEEL INCLINATION AND SLIP ANGLES 

The inclination angles and slip angles of the front and rear wheels are 

Jetermined so that tire forces and moments at the ground contact points may be 

::lbtained. 

The direction cosines in the space fixed coordinate system of the normal 

to the front wheel plane are found below. The elements of the right most matrix 

represent the direction cosines of the normal to the wheel plane in vehicle 

coordinate system. 

cos a: YWF - sin a cos 8F 

cas ,8 YWF = 
11 A \111 

• cos 6' (2-1) 

COSd
YWF 

si.nS sin 8F 

where: 

Cos ~ YWF) COS !1rw/!" COS d'YWr are the direction cosines of the normal to the 

front wheel plane with respect to the X', yl, 

2' axes of the space fixed coordinate system. 

<S is the rotation of the front wheel about the 

steer axis. 

8
F 

is the caster angle of the front wheel steer 

axi5. 

The inclination angle of the front \\'heel \\ith respect to the ground, !iF' is 

the angle betwee:l the wheel plane and a plane perpendicular to the ground plane 

and having the same line of intersection \\'ith the ground plane as the wheel 

plane. 
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where 

cos ate;' Cos iSG ) Cos J"G are the direction cosines of the normal to the 

ground plane with respect to the X I, Y I, Z I axes 

of the space fixed coordinate system. 

Since flat level ground is assumed ~~he normal to the ground plane is vertical 

and cos ~G = 0, CoS tl G = 0 ~ COS c:f6~ = 1. 

therefore fJF = arcsln (cos J"YWr) (2-3) 

The direction cosines in the space fixed coordinate system of the normal 

to the rear wheel plane are found ~elow. 

cos 0( YW!? o 

cos ;S YW/? I (2-4 ) 

o 
Again .. 15s11ming flat level ground the inclination angle of the rear wheel with 

respect to the ground, ¢R' may be expressed as follows. 

¢R = arcsin (cos d'YWR) (2-5) 

The slip angle is the angle in the ground plane between the heading 

vector of the I':heel and the velocity vector of the ground contact point. Since 

the ground plalle is parallel to the X' -yl plane of the space fixed coordinate 

system, the heading angle is the angle between the X' axis and the line of 

intersection of \\'l~.eel plane and the ground plane. 

Thus the front and rear wheel heading angles,?t"F andVR, are as follows. 

¥-j = arctan (-COS 0( YWF / Cos ftyWF) (2-6) 

VR arctan (-('OS at YW.R / cos ;1YWI?) (2-7) 

It lS assurneJ that changes in the rolling radii of the front and rear wheels 

and that the lateral velocity of the front wheel contact point with respect 
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to the \'ehicle are negligible. Equation 1-3 is now solved for the velocity 

components (U,/:J 7/f:, w;: and tI.~) ~~ ~~) along the X, Y, Z axes of points 

located at the front and rear wheel ground contact points but fixed in the 

vehicle coordinate system. 

U F = U o +- lito (2-8) 

Ulf' = Uo + SAo (2-9) 

VF = Va - plto -I- r~r' (2-10) 

'II/( =z..o - j'J Ito -I- I" ..t R (2-11) 

'WF tv;; - ~~F (2-12) 

~ = 'WO-iL~ (2-13) 

The components in the space fixed coordinate system of the velocity 

vectors of the front and rear wheel ground contact points are found below. 

(2-14) 

(2-15) 

3ince the ground plane is parallel to the X, - Y' plane of the space fixed 

,.:oordinate system, the angle between the X, axis and the velocity vectors of 

:he front and rear wheel ground contact points in the ground plane may be 

found as follo\\'s" 

(2-16) 

(2-17) 

The front and rear wheel slip angles may now be expressed as follows. 

= 

= 

40 

(2-18) 

(2-19) 
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~;ection 3 

TrRE FORCES 

The instantaneous rolling radii are defined as the shortest distance 

ln the wheel plane from the wheel center to the ground plane. 

(3-1 ) 

"fuere ~~F is the elevation of the front wheel center above the ground plane 

and may be found from the following equation. 

I 
X

WF 
I 

IJWF 
I 

lwF 

= 

The instantaneous rolling radius of the rear wheel is found below. 

where 

= 
Xl o 
y~ 

J'o 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

(3-4) 

The radial force on a wheel acts along the line connecting the ground contact 

point and the wheel center. The radial force on the front or rear wheel, 

~F or FRIf' is equal to the radial stiffness of the tire times the radial 

deflection. 

where: 

~F = K,f' (Rw -!tF) 
~R = K,.I(' (Rw -kR ) 

KR is the radial stiffness of a tire (assumed to be the same 

for front and rear tires). 

(3-5) 

(3-6) 
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Rw is the undeflected rolling radius of the wheel. 

hFJ AR are the instantaneous rolling radii of the front and rear wheels. 

If a wheel is not in contact with the ground the radial force is zero 

thus the tire forces and moments are zero for that wheel. If the radial force 

is not zero, the normal forces can be found from the following equations 

(Figure 4). 

= F"F .sec ¢ F 

= ~R .sec ¢I? 

r ~F tan ¢F 

of- ~.R tal'l ¢~ 

(3-7) 

(3-8) 

I\here F
SF

' ~R are the side forces all the front and rear tires. The side 

forces on the front and rear tires are expressed by the following approximate 

relationships. 

\\here: 

FsF = ~F (K0<1 O(.F -I- K()(.Z O(~; -I- K¢I ¢F + K¢z ¢;) 
1R = ~R (1(<<'1 OCR +- Koc:Z ,I(.; -I-- K¢1 $'DR r K¢,Z ¢~) 

Kot.f' Koc:;~ are tire characterlstics relating side force and 

K¢f~ K¢..c: are tire characteristics relating side force and 

angle. 

slip 

(3-9) 

(3-10) 

angle. 

inclination 

The ~verturning moment, rolling resistance moment, and aligning torque are 

assumed to be zero. The components of the front tire forces are now written 

in the front fork coordinate system. 

F// = - sln &F fSbt ¢p ~F -I- COS ¢F FNF) (3-11 ) 
XTF 

Fit 
YTF = cos {ifF FsF + Sin ¢p "cAlF (3-12) 

F." Cos eF (- sin ¢F ~~ of- cos IiF ~F) (3-13) = :TF 

Eliminating FNF by using equation 3-7 the above equations reduce to the 

following. 

= 

= 

tan ¢F ~F + sec ¢F ;SF 

coS BF !=kF 

42 

(3-14) 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 
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GROUND PLANE 

• . ' . 
Figure 4 CALCULATION OF TIRE NORMAL FORCE 
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The components of the front tire forces in the vehicle coordinate 

system are given by the following equation. 

~'TF 
FrTF 

~rF 

Fl/ 
XTF 

f ir 
rTF 

FI'I 
~TF 

(3-17) 

"here II SII is the transformation matrix from front fork coordinate system to the 

~ehicle coordinate system. 

The transformation matrix for transforming coordinates in the front 

fork coordinate system into coordinates in the vehicle coordinate system is 

g,i ven be low. 

cos GF COS 8 : - cos BF sin. 6' : sin BF 

II s II = 

--------~-------~-----

sin " 1 COS 0' 1 0 
_____ ___ 1. _______ 1. ____ _ 

(3-19) 

-si.n 8F coseS sin e,c sinO' : cosBr 
1 

end 

cos 8F COS 0 1 sin 6' I - sin 8F cos 6' 
1 1 

- - - - - -:- - -1-- - - - -1- - - - -.---
-cos8Fsln6' I COSo I sinBFStno (3-20) 
-- - _____ 1.- --- _1_ - - -- ---

sin BF : 0 : cos 8 F 

The compOl:ents of the rear ti re forces are now written in the vehicle 

coordinate system. 

Fxrl<.~ = 0 (3-21) 

.FYn~ = COS ¢R ~R + S'{n $DR ~R (3-22) 

~n? = -sin ¢R ~R + (.'os .¢R FIVR (3-23) 
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Eliminating ~Rby using equation 3-8 the above equations reduce to the 

following. 

r;r~ = 0 (3-24) 

17·,e = tal(. ¢~ ~,e of- S'ec ¢R rsK (3-25) 

~rR = ~R (3-26) 
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Section 4 

FORCE AND MOMENT EQUATIONS FOR THE DRIVER 

Equation 1--7 is now for the inertial acceleration components in the 

vl=hicle coordinate system of the driver c.g. 

Uf) = ito + ~ Ufo - rvo t- i tD + ;. (to/) ¢D) - fJj. (fJD ¢o) 

- (tf 2 t- I" ,'l,) Zp -r pr1'/) - ;;' ~ ¢D (fD ¢D) -f Z r ¢D r'D 

. .. 
lID = 'Vo - !J w;, ,-I- r Uo - P:lf) + r ;'(;0 + 1'1' XD + (!,Z+ r Z) (Ill> ¢/)) 

+ ~/'t]) + Z pilo (fJJ) ¢1» + '¢o2 (~]) ¢D) - ¢~;J/) 

WI) ::: tdo + I'~: - 9 ao - P (fJo ¢D) - i X D + pr XI) -(/7:t+ i-1 $-LJ 

- ~ /' (;OJ) ¢D) - ZIJ jio fJD - ¢J)Z/'D - ¢. (r'D ¢D) 

( 4-1) 

( 4-2) 

( 4-3) 

The force balance equations for the driver in the X, Y, Z directions 

are given below. 

(4-4) 

(4-5) 

'lnO 'tiro = ~D -I- ?np 1 c~s e Cos ¢ (4-6) 
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where 

0t/y r;'lP~D are the X, Y, Z components of the reaction force 

acting on the driver at the driver roll center. 

Thus the reaction forces acting on the driver may be written as follows. 

There ~. 13' )' 23' and 0' 33 are given in Equations 7-8, 7-9, and 7-10. 

The inertia tensor for the driver about his e.g. is given below. 

o o (4-10) 

o 

I pX ) IOY and Ip2 are respectively the X, Y, Z moments of inertia of the driver 

about his e.g. l"ox~ is the X-i! product of inertia about his e.g. Since the 

driver is assumed to be symmetrical about the X-if plane, the X-Y and Y-r 

products of inertia are zero. 

The moment acting about the e.g. of the driver with respect to the 

coordinates fixed in the driver is given below in matrix form with the small 

angle assumptions for ¢[) (sin ¢o = flIo' Cos ¢,D=I) 
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Nyp -f ¢o NcD - fJl) F"xP 

- ¢D Ny/) + N~p 

Equation 1-11 is now written in matrix form for the driver. This is 

the moment balance equation for the driver about the axes of the coordinate 

system fixed in the driver. 

. .. . . 
p +¢p P of ¢l) P +- ¢D 

(4-11) 

. . 
~ + ¢Dl" + ~ + '¢or 

-¢D$- +- r 

x tt- + ¢f) !' 

-¢Dfj + r 

= II ND II (4-12) 

-fbo i +; 

Lquation 4-12 may be expanded to the following. 

(; + ¢oj!"x-(-¢o i +; }Iou -(fj + flY )(1'+ ¢o)loXi! r ~r-¢D{~'-r'}) (Jor -loy) 

(f +- ¢or)l"y.,1- (p f. j5f»)(-¢,,~-f r)/4X-Ipif) +rip+ ¢or'rZ~o~r-rjIDXi! 
-(f; + ¢DJIoKz -{- (-¢/) #-1- rjZoz -(fJ+ ¢/J)(Ij-f¢/)r)(lox-I/JY) + (11'-#0 { ~~-r2})4xi' 

NXf) + /1]) (Fyp -f ¢o ~,,) 
IVyO + ¢/J tVz /) - flD rxD 
- ¢.IJ NYD + Nr.IJ 

( 4-13) 

From Equation 4-13, the equation of rotational motion of the driver about its 

roll axis is now written. 
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- fJJ)JnJ) ~ - ~J),,oDmj) % + (I£>X +;0]) 'tD mj)) P + ¢J) (.//)X~""}1D~]) mJ») i 
-(I/)x~ 7- PDXJ)JnO ) r + (Lox +/J; m/)) ¢~ = ('1+ ¢j)r) (J'l+ ¢O)JJ)X2 (4-14) 

-I (fr-¢D {~2-r·})(IDy-IDr) - ,cD J::.3 - Po ,I'D 4'33 + NXD 

The Y and r components of the reaction moment on the driver at the driver roll 

center are written below. 

NYD = ¢J)VP+ ¢D) .l~xr -(-¢Di""';) IDX -f (fJ + ¢/))(f. + ¢J) r) (Ip~ -.lDY) 

- Gr-¢,!) {~.z -r2}) ll>xz] + (i + ¢Dl)IDY"" (p t- ¢I»(-¢/)i of!' )(JI>X -4~) (4-15) 

+({P+¢l>}+Z¢DSr -I'.I' I Dxz -/-fJ/) m£>(uO+#tD+r{,ap¢b}- fJDd,J) 

N~D = ¢D [(i -t ¢or)/py + (.,Dr ¢]»)f¢])9rr )(.llM-lozJ+({p + ;D}~ +2 ¢[) ~I' 
-r~ If)XrJ + ¢D fJD m/) (uo r ~ 1J) + ;. {}1/) ¢D}) - PI> PI> )-'3 

-(j; + 9~~)lD)(Z -I- (-¢l)#+-·':')J[)r-(pr¢p)(I-+¢pl")(Jpx-Ioy) 

-f ~r-,¢/) {~Z-r~})l.Dx.i! 

Where J'13' ! 23' and 0 33 are given in Equations 7-11, 7-12 and 7-13. 
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Section 5 

FORCE AND MOMENT EQUATIONS FOR FRONT WHEEL AND STEERING FORK 

Equation 1-7 is now written for the inertial acceleration of the e.g. 

of the front wheel and steering fork in the vehicle coordinate system. . . 
P +0 sin BF "UF U() + fJ WO - r 1/0 XF . . . 

X ~II 6' 1Jf: - Va - pw;,+/"Uo + ~ - r-

UfF 
. .. 

We. + PlIO - tJuo I' + 6' ('os Br 'IF . . (5-1) 
P + a sin 8F p + a sin 8r x F 

+1 tj- X ~ X x" 6' r . . 
r +6' Cos BF rI- d' Cos (iF $F 

With the small an,sle assumption made for 6 (sbz 6'= OJ cosrf=!), the components 
of the acceleration are now written in expanded form. 

UF = ito + ~WO -/' Va T-1'r i-x,;. J (r 1" <leos BF ) - ')::F (I- < +r1 -I- ~; 0 p~ 

+ ffF PI" -I-?'F cosBF j:Ji-(~; + ~r coset:) rtf-x; cos &r J~ (5-2) 

+ x; a sln &Ff68 

'll"F = ~ -pwo + r UO-'}F (J; + cfsin 8F) +ZF (r +,f"cos (ir)+ Zrl'~ 

(5-3) 

- Z z; 6' Sln Br j:J6 - z;: oJ il 

wF = tOo + p 1.10'- 9- Uo + ~::. 6' (Ii -I- J"Stn &r) - ZF i + Zr PI" + z; 0 9-'1' 

- 'iF (;tJ~f" /-Z) +- (~:-lF sc'n 6:~) pi +z;:" Cos 8F ~6 (5-4) 
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where 

The force balance equations for the front wheel and steering fork in the 

X, Y, Z directions are given below. 

, 
m,r: l~ = ~TF + r;F + m F .! COS B C'OS¢ 

where 

(5-5) 

(5-6) 

(5-7) 

(5-8) 

(5-9) 

~rF' FyTF ' ~rF are the X, Y, Z components of the tire force acting 

on the front wheel at the ground contact point. 

0-;:, F yF ) r~r are the X, Y, Z components of the reaction force 

acting on the steering fork at the origin of the 

vehicle coordinate system. 

Thus the reaction forces acting on the front wheel and steering fork may be 

written as follows. 

F - I' 'IlL" /I .!-') j. r: 
x,r: - lnF (-«'0 + ?IF i- - %p or - X F tS C'os Bp 0 -U/2 -tXTF (5-10) 

(5-11) 
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(5-12) 

Where If 12' J' 22' J' 32 are given in Equations 7-11, 7-12 and 7-13. 

The moment on the front wheel which reacts the gyroscopic effect of the 

spinning wheel is given below in matrix form. It is assumed that the moment 

o~ inertia about a diameter through the wheel is equal to one half the moment 

0:: inertia about the spin axis, Iw. 

N" 1''' IWF 0 0 pI! 
)'WF Z 

Nil = If/I X 
YWF 

0 fWF 0 111 r to,.. 

. 
Nil rl/+ J IWF 0 0 I'I/r~ 

i!WF .2 

where 

N il #" !V" XW,.., YWF' ZWF are the X", Y", Z" components of the moment on the 

front wheel which reacts the gyroscopic effect. 

1':'I~rl/ are the X", Y", Z" components of angular velocity 

vector of the vehicle coordinate system • 

. 
8 is the angular velocity of the front wheel and 

steering fork about the Z" axis with respect to 

the vehicle coordinate system. 

lUr is the spin velocity of the front wheel (assumed 

to be the forward velocity of the bicycle divided 

by the rolling radius of the wheel). 

IWF is the moment of inertia of the front wheel about 

its spin axis. 

(5-13) 

A!;suming that the velocity 1''' is negligible compared to the wheel spin velocity, 

CV~, Equation 5-13 reduces to the following. 
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(5-14 ) 

NIl = 0 
YWF (5-15) 

(5-16) 

The inertia tensor for the front wheel and steering fork about its c.g. is 

given below. 

o 

:/" FAt 

o 

o 

I " 
F),~ 

() (5-17) 

.I';:-x ' .l;y and I;z are respectively the X", Y", Z" moments of inertia of 

the front Ivheel and steering fork about its e.g. Z;XI? is the X"-Z" product 

of inertia of the front wheel and steering fork about its c.g. Since the 

vehicle is assumed to be symmetrical about the X-i! plane (for 6' = 0), its 

X"-y" and Y"-:::" products of inertia are zero. 

The moment acting about the c.g. of the front wheel and steering fork 

with respect to the coordinate system fixed in the steering fork is given below 

in matrix form. 

NIl _ NIl + FI/ ~/I - F" ('2.11 - :%11) 
.(F KWF YF('/F rTF' tJrF tJF 

A/II A/II rll II F// II ell/II II) ell (II , J 
IVYF-fYYWF-rKF~F 7- 1!FZF +fXTFIJTF-J-F -I-rZTF ~F-e/ 

#" !VII F" Xl' - F" (;til -e) 
~F ZWF YF F rTF F 
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where 

(5-19) 

and %; and }; are given in Equations 5-5 and 5-6. 

Equation 1-11 is now written in matrix form for the front wheel and steering 

fork. This is the moment balance equation for the front wheel and steering 

fork about the axes of the coordinate system fixed in the steering fork. 

pll pI! p" 

111; II 
• 1/ 

+ ~II X f" f 
• 1/ •• . 

r" of 6· r 1- d rl/+ 8 
II IV; II (5-20) 

where 

• II 

P jJ 

• /I 

II ST II • 
. 

~ fj-' (5-21) 
• /I . r r 

and 

I'" p 

~II II ST II • ~ (5-22) 

r" r 
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i/'1:x -(rOlli- J)Irx~- plltjl'J;'XZ -~/I(r/~J) (/;y-I;~) 

i"l;y + [pll.e_(r ll+ i)Z] I;xz +pll (rN+J)(I;~-I::z) 

- ;/II::Xz + (;' II ref) l;~ r (sf (r/l -I- cf) l;~i! -pilI-II (.I;x -J;;) 

N il Nil F// 1/ f·II /-. II II) 
XF - A"WF + YF -g F - J1TF {I' T,c - } ,c 

(5-23) 

;1/" - NIl - FI/ "7,,11 + FII XII r FII (:z/I - ~I/) + F" (~I/ -e) 
Yi=" YWF )(F tl F rF F ,xT,c 0 TF t? r rTF F:I 

N Il AlII e'l..y II _ ;-~/I (.,...11 _ ,I 
i!F - IYZWF -I YF "Y,c YTF A-F e; 

From Equation 5-23 the reaction moments N;~ and NYF are written 

Nil = pO "I" - (I',:. /I -f JO) I" - P II 1.7,11 III - 11/1 !'r" -I-cf )(1" -111 ) 
XF FX I F%Z IT F,f? IT ( , / F), FZ 

(5-24) 

NIl F" " FII (' II II) + X W F -. Y F 3 F + Y TF a- TF - 3' F 

N Il ell 1/ FI/ '" F" (1/ ") F.II (. II .1 + YWF + 'XF I'F - eF ~F - XT,c 'IT/'"- ~r. - ~T,c x,c-ej 
(5-25) 

The equation of motion of the steer degree of freedom of the front wheel and 

steerillg fork is now written from Equation 5-23. 

_:pO 11/1/ + (fl/ -I-crJ /11 + Q. 11(f-I/ T 6') III - +1111.7/1 'ill -II/) _ 
FX~ / rr IT' '/ FX.! r 0- (-'-..ex FY 

(5-26) 

/V I' VII ell II C'II (1/ I) 
ZF - / &WF-IYF itF -rYTF xF-e; 
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The vector moment acting on the front wheel and steering fork about 

t1e axes of the vehicle coordinate system is now found. 

N I
' XF 

N" YF 

;V" 
i!F 

{ , 1" e. I" /.I} . {I" 1/ 1/ } 0" - Sln 8F F~ + Cos F FX~ + ~F ,,/o~ m~ ,. - ,:xz +- ~F 1 F mF 

(5-27) 

-I- 6'pr { cos
2
BF-J'in.2&F }{/;~ -.z;~ } + {o cos BFJ'in 8F} {(p-tr2)(l;y -~ )-2pr.l;X2} 

-I- { cos BFP-J'inc9Fr} {08 (I;~-l:;)-·tj.I;~~} 7- { silt 8F P+CoS err}{ ~ (1::e-1;y) + 2JiI;KZ } 

+ 0. ;'{III [II} + {Sl''M 2 & ~2+ (.'0$;(.8 1'2 tJ.. Z + j-2} {'I" 4' 0 F~ - - FY '.': r F' - 6' 0 FXii! 

- {Silt f)FP -/-' {'()S eFr + cf} wFIwF-·siJf 8r o ~; J'fil r ~; t/:l2-COS 8F"o z; "32] 
f- {ho + sln 8F e} FyrF - Cos 2 8F' oe ~TF + sin ep N:r (5-28) 

NYF = 'fir lI'tF UO - ~:F ""F Wo -I- {O' Cos f)F?~ -.l;y)-O stn eF'I;%Z -cf x;' ~F'mF'} ; 

+ { l;~ + (.zj + J;) mF} ~ +- { 0 sin. eF(l;~-I:X)-tS cos f)FJ';X~ -I- oz; IF" mF};' 

- {I::X~ + (sl'n 2 BF -cos Z BF) ZF'J'F"ntF-COS f)F sin BF (1::;-1;') mF} oJ" 

+ { cosz 8F -Si1l 2 Br}{ PI'( I~-l~) -I- (p2_ r 'V l;~z} +{ Cos c9F sin Br }{ (p~r2) (l;x-J;~) 

- 4p rI;..rr}+{ Cos BFP-sin eFr}{i(l;x-I;'z) + cf~l;xz} 
-I- {sin BFP -I- COJ' eFI'}{d'~(I;..r-l;y)-zi I;Xi!} +i{oj.(I;~-1;y)-i1;x~} 
- { sin 8F P + (!os eFr -I- cf} d wF 1w,:- ~r ,TtZ, -I- ZF J3~ -ho FKTF + ..RF ~rF 

(5-29) 
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IVi!F = - sin 8F [Sin BF 8 x; m F Uo - J.; mp ~ + Cos 8F ~ x; J1t.F tV;, 

+ {COS8F l;x-silZ &FZ;~ + J;IF J.n,.:} P + {1;x-l;y-~;2 m,.:} 8i 
- {Sin 8,c IJ:x + cos8F l;KZ r 'l:,F t;'m,..}; -{l;u -t- J:.; I; 1ft,c}:l 
+ 6' pr {COS28F-Sin:t8,.:} {l~y -1;x} + {6' cos BF sin a,..} { (p%-r2)(l;y-l;x)-.zPr.l;.u} 

+ {cos f)FfJ -sin &,.. I"} { O'J (l;~-l;x) -1-Z;n} r { sin BFI' + tos eFr}{f(l;~-l;y)+Zcfil;.tll} 
+ tJ.j{11l -1" }-t-{Sin 1l. 8 .,,2-f·tos1l.8 ,.2_(22 -I-i'~} JI" 

If Fi.~ FY F r F D' ,..x~ 

- {Sin B,c.!, + cos c9F l' + cf} (,()F1 WF-SiJ1. BF 8 Z'; J'tz r i~ i2:r eos 8,Fo x;' J3z] 
- tan BF {Ito + sin 8F e} Fyn= +- sin 2 BF 8 e 0rrF + sin B,.: eos 8F "e ~TF 

(5-30) 

where: .iF = tan B,.:- ho -I- sec 8F e (5-31) 
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Section 6 

FORCE AND MOMENT EQUATION FOR REAR WHEEL AND FRAME 

Equation 1-7 is now written for the inertial acceleration of the e.g. 
of the rear wheel and frame in the vehicle coordinate system. 

· Uo + I~ -I"VO 
. 

u'R P ZH P IJ Z/r 

· . . 
0 VR - VO -- fJ tuO + r tto + if X 0 + tf X ~ X 

• . . 
~ ~ -f--P~ -$-uo r 1~ r r IK 

The components of the acceleration are now written in expanded form. 

(6-2) 

(6-3) 

(6-4 ) 

The force balance equations for the rear wheel and frame in the X, Y, Z 

dLrections are given below. 

(6-5) 

(6-6) 

. 
ml? ~ = ~T~ - Fzr - ~p + mK g COS e COS ~ (6-7) 
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where: 

are the X, Y, Z components of the tire forces 

acting on the rear wheel at the ground contact 

point. 

are the X, Y, Z components of the reaction force 

acting on the steering fork at the origin of the 

vehicle coordinate system. 

~O) ~y~};Zp are the X, Y, Z components of the reaction force 

acting on the driver at the driver roll center. 

The equations of translational motion of the vehicle in the X, Y, Z 

directions are as follows. 

In the X direction 

In the Y direction 

In the Z direction 

Where I;M and the j terms are defined in Equations 7-1 through 7-13. 

The moment on the rear wheel which reacts the gyroscopic effect of the 

spinning wheel is given below in matrix form. It is assumed that the moment 

of inertia about a diameter through the wheel is equal to one half the moment 

of inertia about the spin axis, J W~. 
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Nxw~ P IWR 0 0 p 
Z-

NYWR - ~ X 0 IWR 0 f+wl( 

AI.,?W,f I' 0 0 IWR r 
-Z 

where 

tYA''WR) N yWR ' IIZWIi! are the X, Y, Z components of the moment on the 

rear wheel which reacts the gyroscopic effect. 

(-OR is the spin velocity of the rear wheel (assumed to 

be the forward velocity of the bicycle divided by 

the rolling radius of the wheel). 

IWI? is the moment of inertia of the rear wheel about 

its spin axis. 

(6-11 ) 

Assuming that the pitch velocity, ~ , is negligible compared to the 

wheel spin velocity, ""R' Equation 6-11 reduces to the following. 

(6-12) 

(6-13) 

(6-14) 

Equation 1-11 is now written in matrix form for the rear wheel and frame. 

This is the moment balance equation for the rear wheel and frame about the 

origin of the vehicle coordinate system. 
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. 
p P fJ 

II I~ II 
. 

x II NR II if + if ~ = (6-15) 
. 
r r " , 

IllA'11 is the ine rtia tensor of the rear wheel and frame about the origin of the 
vehicle coordinate system. 

I RX + mR ~; 0 - IRX~ - J1t~ Z~ f~ 

Ill~11 = 0 fRY + J1,,~ (Z~ + i;) 0 (6-16) 

-IRX~ - JltK :tR j-A' 0 I RZ + Jltl? X; 

where: 

I I J are the X, Y, Z moments of inertia of the rear wheel RX' RYJ Ri~ 

and frame about its c. g. 

I is the X-Z product of inertia of the rear wheel and RXc 
frame about its c.g. (Since the vehicle is assumed 

to be symmetrical about the X-r plane, its X-Y and 

Y-r products of inertia are zero. 

II IVRII is the vector moment acting on the rear wheel and frame at the origin of 

the vehicle coordinate system. 

- NXF -;\~o-Al.rW,f + (tp - fJD) 'Yo--lzoTyrR r JIZ.ttI/f(1io-PWO +I"tlo-g COS&Sin~) 

-#Yr-Iv~/)-;VYWR -(tD -PD)IJrD +ZD Fzo -f- ho 0-TR -.i?K ~r~ 
(6-17) 

+ m,f .Y.", (tVo + p ~ -g,Uo-g COS 8 C'OS ¢)- Jnl? TR (tLo + ItuO-f'1IO + g silt 8) 

-NzF-Al~D-;V2WA'-ZD ~D +i'R ;;,I?-mR z,/((lio-ptI/O -t-I"Uo-g COS 8 sin¢) 
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Equation 6-15 is now written as follows. 

P~x+ mA'J;)-(f -I- p~)(~x~ -I- JnRZR¥R) +"1"(4~ ~y- J1tR 1~) 

i ~Y "m.('{x~" I!})" (p2-rW.1I<%"~ ",,,XI/1 .. ) " pr p:.[J;.,,-?Jt ... { X;-1;}) = II NR II 

;. (I/rZ ,.. HtR Z;)-0;C-II') (IRXi! + J?tRZA' ~A') + PI- (ZA'y-ZR.Y + J1t1? z~) 

(6-18) 

~uation of motion about the X axis 

c COS 81' sin C1F x;' ntF Uo - {1A' mR + (iD -,.0,) 111.0 + ('os BF ~:; m.F } v.;, 

+ 0 cos:Z eF z; »tp tVo + {IRX + t~ 1111f + to (;tD -,cD) In./) + Cos :l()r.l;x 

B " Ll I" Ll /I }. {l!l I" 1111. } ~ • - cos F sat. OF FX~ -I- ('os OF IF l'F mr" P -I- FX - rY - Z F m,c 0 ~ 
~ "- t [I?X~ + z'R ~R m,,? + XD (?!D -,.00) 1'1t.D + OOS BF sin (}FJ;X + cos ~ eF I::x~ 

"f cos BF ~F l~ mF};' - {cos 81' l::x~ + ('OS' 8F z; "}; ~,e} i -I- tOD { J'[) -I'D} mD ¢D 

= p~IKX~ +lr(IRY-~~) -l"R J'~f-("D-;O/)) j~3 - raJ)? Iw~ 

-cos 81'[01'1' { cos 2 Br-sin 1l.BF} {l;y--J:r} + {S cos 8F SilteF}{lP:Z-1'1(J:y-J~) -lpl" l;'n} 

+ {(,OS 8F,,-.riJ2 8Fr}{crJ (I':y-I;~)-~l;xj!}+ {Sin 8FP+ C03 BF }{ f,(I~ -l;y) + Z(S'8I;x~} 
;. {I" I" 1 {" ":ze.2 2 LJ :z 11. .~:l} 6'I/I ffj-o F~- FrJ+ sen FIJ + ('OS 0.1:1' -I- -fa FKe 

- { sin BF P'" (:'os eF " + cf} wF IWF-sin 8F 0 x; J;.z -I-~;' ~.z-C'os8r6' x~ J3.<] 

- { ho + Sin 8F e} Fyrr -ho FYrK -I- C()S:C&F oe FzrF-.5'in 8F N;F 

(6-19) 
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equation of motion about the Y axis 

d'3 ao - J; w" -I- [6' { Cos 8F (l;~ -1;") - sin 8F 1;'"" -,,; "'" "'" } 

T ¢o {lox" + ,PD:tO ntp n p + {l;y + (1:; + J-':-) "'" -I- loy -I- ("0'+ 1~) "'0 

+ l/fy + (Z'; f- ~~) m~} ~ + [0 {sin 8F (J;r-I;~) - eos B,& I;'a 

+ x.; ~FmF} + ¢[) {Ioy-Jo~ + I'D 3"om.o}]; rS [I;x2. + (Sin:l.&F-cosZ8F) 

t-p IF m F - eoS' f3F si.n eF(x;' -1;) mF} 8 + ¢lJ { l/)x~ + flD ZlJmD} ¢oD 

= - (p ~ - r;V 1 R X~ - pr (JRK -JI?~) .- { ( p + ¢o) 2 T ¢D f. r -I' Z } IbX2 

- r (P + ¢lJ) (lox-fpr) f- ¢p 1 (p + ¢/)) (JOY -JD~) 

- { cos2 ~~-S(Jt~&F} {pr(I;x -l;~) + (p~-r2)I;KJ!}-{ COS&F sin &r}{ (pJ!-r:V(I;x-I;~) 

- 4pr I;~x2. }-{ cos BF ;b-sin 8,.r: r} {J (1::X -]';i) + d'" I;~~} 
- { sin ~:- p + C()S eFr} { <5~ (l/x -l;~) -zJ I;~~} - i [ 8~ (l::x-I;~) 
- J I~xz J + { sin BF P -+ eos 8r, r + J} 8 wp IWF 

+ 1'1f )'" + tFd'!2 + 3'Dd'!3 - ~R J31- Xp d32 - '%-p i33 

(6-20) 
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equation of motion about the Z axis 

«'1' • 2e II ). ( , LJ II _ ) . 
- Q Sl.n F)(,F1?'lr -I-¢o ;dpm.o eto -I- ZKJn~+ZpJn/)+SOZ C7'r- 1-rMr-/ z-o 

-6 sln B,c cose;: z; JnF tOo - {I,fXZ r x,f,'tI?J'IZ,f -I- IJ)KZ -I- XI) TP mp 

-+ Slit 8F (cos BF I;% -sin &,1: I;%Z -I- 1"~ j-r mr)} P r {¢D (Ioy -II)~ 
+;O[) 3'» J?tJ))-cf'Sin Br (.I;~-l;r-;t;Z Jnr)} i + {I~z + ;t;; In,f 

I z . .a (.. .a /" /) J" II)} . +- [)'2: r x[) mo + S't11. C/F SOt Or r% + eos CTF rxe -I- zr tr m,& ,. 

+ sin 8F (I;xe + z; T; m,r:) ;t -(.10 ,('2 ..,.;O/) XI' 111.0 ) ¢/) 

= P,! (IRx-IRY)-9-rl~%~ + fJ(t' +¢o) (IpK-Ioy) 

- ¢p r( P-I- ¢/)) (JOy-IOe) - {,/I" + ¢o (;D+ ¢/)) Z_ ¢I) /-:l} IlJKi! 

+ si,. e ... [cS' PI' { cos' II ... - 9i,. '19 F} {1;y -I;;'} + { cS' COS II ... Sin 19 ... } 

{ (p~-rz) (I;;,-I;~)-2pl' /;.Yi!} +{ eos BF/J-sin err} {6'6 (I:~-I;~) 
-1-I;~z!} +- { sin eF jb+ cos SF I'} {~(I;e-J;y) + Z eft 1'%%2 } 

f 1-6 {I;~ -1;y} -t- {sin tl BFPz+ ~()SZ SF r:l-i- 2 rJZ} 0 I::',('~ 

-{Sin B,cp + {'os 8Ft' ref} wFIw,c-Sin 8FdZ; dfz-l-t'; d22. 

- tOsBFOX~ J"3Z] - fJC(}~ IWR of- Zp d".l3 +Z~~, -I- ¢lJ;::;P )-'3 

-f .tR FYTR - tall, BF {lio + Sin Br e } FYTr + sin t2 &F tie FYTF 

+- sin B;: ~os Br de F2rr + eos 8,,:- !V~~ (6-21) 
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Section 7 

MATRIX EQUATION OF MOTION 

The following terms are defined to permit simplification of the equations 

of motion. 

ZM = "lnR + JnF + m /) (7-1 ) 

~1 = mR i:.,t? + 711"p t.;:: + mp 'K./) (7-2) 

d'z = mF COS Bp cSX-F -mp"o/) ¢D (7-3) 

rf"3 = mj? 3-R -I- mr 1rF + mp If" (7-4) 

I" = MRf, tu,; +rllO -1si><& + ZR {'l-2+ r'} - TR pr) (7-5 ) 

tJZ1 = t#R (PU/O --rUo -f g COS e sin ¢ - z,R p~- ~~ ~I") (7-6) 

131 = Nt? f:PllO +i-uo-fgcos&--zl?tJl" +-;I?{'pZ+~2V (7-7) 

d"5 = "'b f~tv;, f-rllO-g sine +J:;p jjl2+/.,} f-j,ob¢"} I'f-rp pr 

+ { Z,P/) ¢p } 'i- ¢!) -. Z Po r ¢]) ) 
(7-8) 

J:t3 = ;111) (~% -ruo +- 9 Cos e Sln ¢ - {;aD ¢D} {p2+- r2} -Xl) P1 

-~l) ~/'- {ZPD ¢D}I'¢D- {PD ¢o} ¢~) (7-9) 

!33 = Mo (-;tJZIO + ~tLo +- 9 cos B I~OS ¢ - xDpr -I- {I'D ¢D} ~r +?1> {p2+ IZ} 

+ z Po P¢p T- "oj) ¢~) 
(7-10) 
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~:z = lit,.. (-1Jtu;, -I- rvo -0 siJ'I. 1:7 -I- ZF {12+1'2} -~; tSp~ 
- TF pr - ~F cose,,8 + {:t; + x,.. cos B~} I" i 

+ x; Cos eF JZ- .,;; 6' sin 8F f- J) 
)~~ = 7nF (1'% -I'Uo -I- g coS'e J'in¢ -zr p~ -I- x~ tf {p:l+ r Ol

} 

- ~F tjr - a-::' 1- J + z x; 6' Cos &r rtf -I- Z -x; cf sin eF pd' 

+ z~ J'i'l 
'u. = 7n" (- I'tIO -I- 1-"0 -I- g COS B Cos Ii - J'F 1'1'-it; d g. I' 

(7-11) 

(7-12) 

+ $F P Z r I Z - Z; - 'IF sin B,c pi - z;' 0' eos Or: ~cf (7-13) 

-"K-F sin f),.c: r J - ~;. .pin Brei y 
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